Unpacking Instructions
GENERAC® K10 KINETIC LOG SPLITTER

WARNING
- Locate the shipping box in a clean flat area before attempting to unpack and assemble the machine.
- Unpacking the Kinetic Log Splitter is a two-person job as the machine weighs 129 pounds. We recommend you have an extra set of hands available before you begin to prevent injury.

Tools and Supplies Needed:
- Utility Knife
  1. Use a Utility Knife to open the top of the box.
  2. Remove the Product Package, the loose Styrofoam and cardboard packing from inside the box (Figure 1).
  3. Position some cardboard or a towel next to the box to prevent scratching the belt cover when removing from the box in the next step.
  4. With a helper, carefully lay the box on its side and slide the Log splitter out (Figure 2).
  5. Remove the Styrofoam Packing from both ends of the Splitter (Figure 3).
  6. Stand the Kinetic Log Splitter upright.
  7. Open the Product Package and refer to Chapter 2: “Setting Up the KINETIC LOG SPLITTER” of your Kinetic Log Splitter Safety and Operating Instructions manual to continue with the assembly of the Log Splitter.

Note: A Phillips Head Screwdriver and a 12/14mm Wrench comes in the box with the Kinetic Log Splitter for setup and adjustment.

Refer to Chapter 2 “Setting Up The KINETIC LOG SPLITTER” in your Safety and Operating Instructions manual to perform assembly and setup instructions before operating the Kinetic Log Splitter. Do not discard the shipping materials until you are fully satisfied with your new Kinetic Log Splitter. If there are any questions contact us at 1-888-545-6576.